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This document contains the description of the CLASFYG computer program.
The program calculates coefficients to fit the model
G( t) - A / t 1 a	 -B( to - t2 ) for t > to1 to	 e
and
G(t) - A	 for t < to
where G is the greenness and A is the soil line,  to the time trajectory
of each pixel in a specified region of a segment. A disk file is written
with a Universally formatted header record and line records recording the
a. S, to and CHI-Square value for each pixel on the scan line.
I.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following documents form a part of this specification: AD 63-2457-3308-01
Transferring of Badhwar Software.
AD NAS 9-15200 Technical Memorandum Format Specifications for LACIE








The software for CLASFYG is operational on the IBM 3031 computer at Purdue.
3.2 CLASFYG PROCESSOR SYSTEM FLJWCHART
The system level data flow diagram is shown in figure 3.1.
The following system flowchart assumes the use of the EXEC file described
in Appendix C.
	 a







Ific inputs and outputs shown on figure 3.1 are described briefly here.
A more detailed description is given in section 3.4.
Acquisition data files
	
- Header record and 4 channels of data for
each of 5 to 8 acquisitions (See Section
3.4.3).
User information file
	 - User information file supplying crop,
initial guesses for greenness values,
training field vertices and optional
test field vertices (See Section 3.4.1).
Data from RT&E data base file - Segment number, number of acquisitions,
Landsat numbers and sun angles (See Section
3.4.2).
Summary Report	 - Report of date and time of processing,
crop vertices for training field,
acquisition dates, all statistical data
created by CLASFYG and time taken to
execute the program.
Coefficients File	 - File of one header and 117 data records,
each data record containing the Alpha,
Bet!, to and CHI square values for each-of
the 196 pixels in a line of acquisition















* Parentheses enclose the nama of the file which contains the source
statements for the named program which precedes them. For example,





The CLASFYG program fits a model to the time trt^ectory of each pixel in a
specified region of a segment (usually this region is the whole segment).
The time trajectory consists of a plot of the greenness values for a
particular pixel on various acquisitions as a function of time. The model
is given by
G(t) = A \ L 1 a	 -B(to2 - t 2 )	 for t >_t
o	 e
and
GM • A	 for t < to
where G is the greenness and A is the "soil line". The CLASFYG program
produces estimates of the parameters A, a, S and t o for each pixel which
give the best fit to the trajectory defined by the Oata for that pixel.
It also calculates a value for X 2
 which describes the goodness of fit.
The first stage of the processing consists of determining starting values
for A, a, 6 and to which are subsequently used as starting points for
fitting the model to pixels in the test area.
These starting values are determined using the data in a training field
selected by the user and a set of initial "guesses" for these parameters
also input by the user. The training field should be a field of the crop
of major interest. Also during this first stage, an array SGMX is calculated
which contains the standard deviations of the pixels in the training field
for each acquisition used. These are used in weighting the acquisitions
when fitting the model to the pixels in the test area.
The second stage of the processing consists of fitting the model to each
pixel in the test area starting the iteration procedure for each pixel
with the starting values calculated in phase I. When this is completed
the final values for a, $, to and X2 for each pixel are output as a




3.4.1 USER ItIFORMATIO. c ILE	 (Segment number) USERG A
The following records describe the name of the crop, the initial guesses
for the coefficients for greennes s. and the training and test fields and
allows the user to input any number of free-form comments.
In record types 1-5 the "keyword" is in columns 1-4 and any parameter or
comr^ent data is in columns 11 through 72. :lumbers in a series are
separated by commas; blanks are optional.
Record types 6 and 7 which describe the fields are blank in columns 1
through 10 and the field definition is in columns 11-72.
Record type 6 must follow Oe "*END" record and must preceed record type 7.
Record type 7 is optional, but if it exists it must follow record type 6.
1. "COMf4ENT" record
EXAM?LE: COMMENT THIS IS AN EXAMPLE EXECUTION OF THE PROGRAM
These records allow the user to enter any number of free-form comments.
2. "CROP" record
EXAMPLE: CROP	 CORN
This record specifies the 4 character name of the crop of interest.
The name begins at the first non-blank character.
3. "GREENNESS" record
EXAMPLE: GREENNESS 12.00, 11.50, 1.50, 1.50
This record specifies the initial guesses for the A, Alpha, Beta and to
values of the crop in the training field.
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4. "SUNkIGLE" record
EXAMPLE: SUNANGLE	 45,	 47,	 51,	 46,	 42
)his record specifies the sun angles and is used only if the sun angles
in the data base are wrong.
5. "*END" record
This record specifies the end of the user information except for the
definition of the training field and test field.
6. "TRAINING FIELD" record
EXAMPLE-	 (1,1), (97,100), (97,120), (125,110), (100, 00)
This record specifies the coordinates of the corners of the training
field. The format of the line is as follows:
(1, 1)	 Dummy variable to be used for sample skip factor and
line skip factor; not currently used.
(X l , YO Unper leftmost corner of training field expressed as
(sample, line).
%A2 , Y 2 ) Upper -ightmost corner of training field expressed as
(sample, line).
(X3, Y3 ) Lower rightmost corner of training field expressed as
(sample, line).
(X4, V4 ) Lower leftmost corner of training field expressed as
(sample, liar).
7. "TEST FIELD" record
EXAMPLE
	
(1,1),	 (1,1),	 (196,1),	 (196,117),	 (1,117)
This optional record specifies the coordinates of the corners of the
test field. The default is the whole segment. The format is the same





OF POOR QUALff _i
.2 AC"JISITION DATA FILES
fullowing records of the 5 to 8 acqufsi :ions data files are input to the
%.SFYG program and are read by RDFLF.S .
ese files each contain 4 channels of LANDSAT data for one acquisition.
an
 acquisition is used twice the corresponding file will be duplicated.
to that these filL-s are all in universal format. Record 1 is rea- 1
 with
17080A1) format statement; records 2-118 are read with 3 5(180A1) format
to teme n t .
ecord	 Bytes Contents
1-3060 Header record in universal format.
1-72 Filler.




269-464 Gray level	 values for the 196 samples of band 2
for	 line	 1.
465-660 Gray level	 values for the 196 samples of band 3.
for	 line	 1.
661-856 Gray level	 values for the 196 samples of band 4
for
	 line	 1.
3	 1-856 Same data format as record 2; gray level values
for bands 1-4 for line 2.
N	 1-856	 Same data format as record 2; gray level values
for bands 1-4 for line N-1.
118
	 1-856	 Same data format as record 2; gray level values
for bands 1-4 for line 117.
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3.4.3 DATA FPOM RT&E DATA BASE 	 LANOSUN FILE D
The following records describe the segment number, the number of acquisitions,
and the date, sun angle and Landsat numbers for each acquisition.
Record Bytes Format Contents
1 1-4 A4 Segment number.
2 1-4 I4 Number of acquisitions.
3 1-56 8(2X,A5) Acquisition dates.
4 1-32 8I4 Sun angles.




3.4.4 COEFFICIENTS FILE (Segment number)	 COEF	 A
The following records are output from the CLASFYG program:
Fo rma t
Record Bytes Format Content:
1 1-3060 17(180A1) Header record in Universal	 format.
2-118 3136 18(45A4) Coefficients Alpha,	 Beta,	 to and CHI-square
for	 the	 196 pixels on 1	 line.
Detailed format
Record	 Words Contents
1	 1-765 Header record in Universal format.
2	 1 Alpha value for pixel 1	 in line 1	 (computational
	
integer).
2	 2 Beta value for pixel 1	 in line 1	 (computational	 integer).
3 to value for pixel	 1 in	 line i	 (computational	 integer).
4 CHI-square value for pixel 1	 in line 1	 (computational
integer).
l+N*4 Alpha value for pixel N+1 in line	 1	 (computational	 integer).
2+N*4 Beta value for pixel N+1	 in line	 1	 (computational	 integer).
	
3+N*4	 to value for pixel N+l in line 1 (computational integer).
	
4+N*4	 CHI-square value for pixel N+l in line 1 (computational
integer).
2	 781	 Alpha value for pixel 196 in line 1 (computational integer).
	




to value for pixel 196 in line 1 (computational integer).
	







3	 1-784	 Same data format as record 2; Alpha, Beta, to and
CHI-square values for 196 pixels of line 2.
M+1
	
1-784	 Same data format as record 2; Alpha, Beta, to and
CHI-square values for X96 pixels of line M.
118
	
1-784	 Same data format as record 2; .Alpha, Beta, t and
CHI-square values for 196 pixels of line 117.
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3.5 DETAILED S FTARE OESCKPTION
3.5.1 CLASFYG
Purpose
CLASFYG uses a user determined training field in a full scene to determine
trajectory coefficients for each band of radiance values to fit the model
defined in section 1.0. These coefficients Alpha, Beta, t o and CHI-square
are written for each pixel to the output file described in section 3.4.3.
Linkages
CLASFYG calls CROPG, RDEXEC, CPTIME, RECT, SDEV, TRJXM and RDFLES.
Interface
Calling sequence:
Not applicable (an EXEC that can be used to call CLASFYG is described




Full description of labeled COMMON blocks are contained in Appendix A.
Element Input/
Label Variable Position Output
/LINES/ LINENO 2 0
/LINES/ IDATA(856,8) 3 I
/LINES/ NOACOS 4 0
/MISC/ NOACQ 1 I
/MISC/ ACQDT(8) 2 I
/MISC/ KSEGM 3 I
/USER/ ICROP(4) 1 I
/USER/ ZX(4) 2 I





















7 Seq. data Data from RT&E data base (See Section 3.4.3).
11 Seq. data Acquisition data (Se(-. Section 3.4.2).
12 Seq. data Acquisition data (See Section 3.4.2).
13 Seq. data Acquisition data (See Section 3.4.2).
14 Seq. data Acquisition data (See Section 3.4.2).
15 Seq. data Acquisition data (See Section 3.4.2).
16 Seq. data Acquisition data (See Section 3.4.2) optional.
17 Seq. data Acquisition data (See Section 3.4.2) optional.
18 Seq. data Acquisition data (See Section 3.4.2) optional.
21 Seq.'data User defined parameters (See Section 3.4.1).




6	 Report	 Summary report
	
8	 Seq. data	 Header and coefficients Alpha, Beta, t o and
CHI-square.
	




CLASFYG calls CROPG to read the user specified parameters crop of interest
and initial guesses for greenness coefficients A, Alpha, Beta, to.
CLASFYG calls RDFLES to read the header record and the parameters for the
training field.
CLASFYG then calls CPTIME to get the current time and date and writes the
report heading.
-- ---	 --	 3-12
iCLASFYG calculates the minimum and maximum boundaries for pixels in the test 	
i
field, calculates days elapsed from the beginning of the year as a multiple
of 100 for each acquisition date and sets a switch if an acquisition date is
used twice.
The rectangular field bounded by the minimum and maximum pixel numbers and
line numbers is then processed using the following steps:
A line of radiance values is read.
Each pixel in the field is checked to be in the training field.
The values for the pixels in the training fields are used to calculate a
greenness value which is saved in a matrix.
When sufficient pixels have been accumulated, the mean and standard deviation
are calculated for the test field.
CLASFYG calls TRJXM to calculate improved values for A, Alpha, Beta and t o
 and
a CHI-square value for the training field.
The header record is constructed from constants in the program, input from the
user parameter file and the current date. The header record is written as
the first record on the new classification file.
CLASFYG then evaluates the test field using the following steps:
A line of pixel data is read and the greenness value calculated TRJXM for
every pixel on the line is called for each of the pixels.
The values for Alpha, Beta, to and the CHI-squar A are calculated by TRJXM
for each pixel.
The line of pixels coefficients for Alpha, Beta and t o and the CHI-square








CROPG reads and analyzes cards describing the initial guesses for A, alpha,
beta and to
 for the training field, the name of the crop and optionally the
sun angle.
Linkages









0 if no error occurs;




Full	 description of labeled COMMON blocks are contained in Appendix.
Element Input/
Label Variable	 Position Output Description
/USER/ ICROP(4)	 1 0 Name of crop of interest.
/USER/ ZX(4)	 2 0 Initial	 guesses for A,












Each record in the user defined parameter file is read and checked to have a
valid control word in characters 1 through 4 defining the type of information
in characters 11 through 80. If the control word is invalid, an error
message is written and the error indicator is set nonzero; otherwise, the








MOVSYM doves characters from array CARD to a series of left-justified word
in array ITEMP.
Linkages
MOVSYM is called by CROPG.
Interface
Calling sequence:





I TE MP	 0
Description
80 characters of user supplied data.
Array of left-,justified words.
Function Value:
Name	 Description










Storage  Pegu i remen t
Not applicable.
Description
MOVSYM separates the characters in array CARD starting at character 11 and




See Appendix 0 for program.
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3.5.4 FUNCTION NUMB FL
Purpose
NUMRFL changes floating point numbers from characters in array CARD to
computational numbers in arrary XNMVEC.
Linkages
NUMB . is called by CROPG.
Interface
Calling sequence:




CARD	 I	 80 characters of ust r supplied data.
XNMVEC



















NUMBFL separates the characters in array CARD starting at character 11 and




See Appendix D for program.
I3.5.5 RDEXEC
Purpose
RDEXEC reads the segment number, number of acquisitions, acquisition dates
and Landsa t numbers.
Linkages









Full description of labeled COMMON blocks are contained in Appendix	 A.
Element Input/
Label Variable Position output Description
/USER/ SUNANG(8) 3 0 Sun angle for each
acquisition.
/MISC/ NOACQ 1 0 Number of acquisitions.
/MISC/ ACQDT(8) 2 0 Date for each acquisition.
/MISC/ KSEGM 3 0 Segment number.

















RDEXEC reads the segment number, number of acquisitions, acquisition dates








RDFLES reads 1) the header record and one set of vertices or 2) one line of
radiance values.
Linkages
RDFLES is called by CLASFYT.
Interface
Calling sequence:



















1 to read header from each acquisition
file and field definition; 2 to read 1
line of radiance values from each
acquisition file.
Line of radiance values from each
acquisition file.
Array of sample vertices defining field.
Array of line vertices defining field.
0 - no error;
1 - error.
Labeled COMMON parameters:
Full description of labeled COMMON blocks are contained in Appendix A.
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Element	 Input/
Label	 Variable	 Position	 Output	 Description
/LINES/
	 NOACQS	 4	 I	 Number of acquisitions.





11 Seq. data Acquisition data for date 1 (See Section 4.3.2).
12 Seq. data Acquisition data for date 2 (See Sect .in 4.3.2).
13 Seq. data Acquisition data for date 3 (See Section 4.3.2).
14 Seq. data Acquisition data for date 4 (See Section 4.3.2).
15 Seq. data Acquisition Hata for date 5 (See Section 4.3.2).
16 Seq. data Acquisition data for date 6 (See Section 4.3.2).
Optional.
17 Seq. data Acquisition data for date 7 (See Section 4.3.2).
Optional.







If ITYPE = 1, RULES reads the 1-eader record from each of the universal
formatted acquisition data tapes and the vertices for one field. If ITYPE=2,








ROVERT reads one set of vertices.
Linkages
RDVERT is called by CLASFYG.
Interface
Calling sequence:





XFLO(4)	 0	 Array of sample vertices defining field.
YFLD(4)	 Array of line vertices defining field.




























RECT determines if a pixel lies within the specified vertices of a specific
area.
Linkages
RECT is called by CLASFYT.
Interface
Calling sequence:


















Current line number of pixel.
Current sample number of pixel.
Array of sample vertices defining field.
Array of line vertices defining field.
0 if pixel in field;









The pixel is checked to be a boundary pixel and considered in the training
field if it is a boundary pixel. If the pixel is within the minimum and
maximum limits of the specified area, the angles created between lines
drawn between the pixel and boundary pixels are calculated and summed.









SDEV calculates the mean and standard deviation of a vector.
Linkages
SDEV is called by CLASFYT.
Interface
Calling sequence:





X(N)	 I	 Array of values.
N	 I	 Number of values in array X.
^8	 0	 Mean of values in array X.


























TRJXM makes a least-square fit to a nor.-linear function to calculate
coefs cients for the curve.
Linkages
TRJXM is called by CLASFYG.
Interface
Calling sequence:





X I Array of Julian day/100 for acquisitions.
Y I Array of dependent variables.
SIGNWY I Array of errors on Y.
NFILES I Number of acquisitions.
NTERMS I Number of degrees of freedom.
MODE I Nest used, was switch for calculation weight.
ESTIM I10 Array of coefficients A, Alpha, Beta and to.
DELTAA I Array of increments for A.
SIGMAA 0 Standard deviations.
FLAMDA 0 Proportion of gradient search.
YFIT 0 Array of fitted values.






IND	 N/A	 Not used.
WEIGHT	 I	 Array of weighting constants.














TRJXM calculates alpha and beta matrices, using the least-square method,
for defining all parameters of the curve for the selected pixels in the
training field.
The CHI-square value of the starting point is evaluated and the modified
curvature matrix is inverted to find the new parameters.
The convergence depends on the CHI-square value and on the size of step.
3-32
. a
If the CHI-square value increases. FLAMDA is increased and the process
is re-initiated. If the CHI-square value descreases, the process is












F2ERVG computes the derivatives of the function of each of the X values.
Linkages
F2ERVG is called by TRJXM.
Interface
Calling sequence:
CALL F2ERVG (X, I, ESTIM, DELTAA, NTERMS, DERIV) .
Calling sequence parameters:
I npu t/	 1
Argument
	 Output	 Description
X	 I	 Array of time points for acquisition.
I	 I	 Current index in calling program.
ESTIM	 10	 Array of coefficients A, Alpha, Beta
and to .	 i
DELTAA	 I	 Array of increments for A.
NTERMS	 I	 Number of degrees of freedom.

















The radiance value and t o art,
 set positive. Y is calculated as the
radiance value/to . If Y is less than or equal to 1, the 4 derivatives











FCHISQ calculates the CHI-square value per de gree of freedom.
Linkages
FCHISQ is called by TRJFIT and CHNFIT.
Interface
Calling sequence:












Array of dependent variables.
Array of errors on Y.
Number of acquisitions.
Number bf degrees of freedom.
Not used.
Array of fitted values.



























F2NCTG calculates the value of DERIV from the radiance value, alpha and
beta.
Linkages
F2ERVG is called by TRJXM.
Interface
Calling sequence:
























Time array of Julian date/100 for each
acquisition.
Index in calling program.
Array of coefficients A, Alpha, Beta and to.
Not used.
Array incremental values.
Number of degrees of freedom.






















F2NCTG calculates the value of the points on the curve from the values of








MINVI inverts a matrix of order NORDER.
Linkages
MTINVI is called by TRJXM.
Interface
Calling sequence:





NORDER	 I	 Order of matrix.























NUMBR changes integers from character array CARD to computational numbers in
array NUMVEC.
Linkages
NUMBR is called by CROPTM.
Interface
Calling sequence:












Array of integer computational numbers.
Function value:
Name	 Description













NUMERseparates the characters in array card starting at the 11th character








CLASFYG is operational on the IBM 3031 computer at I .ARS, West Lafayette,
Indiana.
The CLASFYG program is one of the programs of the BADHWAR SYSTEM.
CLASFYG requires the use of a D disk which is assigned as a temporary disk
and an E disk which is used to load LARS routinesonto. The user therefore,
must not assign a disk to his machine using either MODE E or MODE D. These
disks will be assigned as needed.
Prior to executing the CLASFYG program the user must establish on his A disk
a USER INFORMATION file as described in Section 3.4.1.
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4.2 COMMANDS DESCRIPTION
To execute CLASFYG the user will enter the following series of commands
which invoke the JOB CONTROL SOrTWARE. These commands are divided into two
classes namely (1) FUNCTION commands and (2) PROGRAM commands. The FUNCTION
commands, which perform all the functions except executing the program, are
reusable, i.e., once they are invoked they remain in effect until reentered.
The PROGRAM commands, which simply execute the program, must be reentered
each time the program is to be executed.
The following list gives the commands required to execute the CLASFYG
program. They ari all FUNCTION commands except the PROGRAM command




The following sections describe each of the commands in detail. Input
fields are separated by b l anks. If more than one word is required to
describe an input field, the description is enclosed in pointed brackets <>.
If an input is optional the field is enclosed in square brackets []. Do
not include these explanatory characters <> [] when actually submitting input
to the computer. To enter d command the user types one input per defined
input field and separates each field with a blank.
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4.1.1 START
The START command spools the user's console file. The use of this command
along with the ENO command will provide a listing of all information
appearing on the user console file. (If running an interactive fob this
is the terminal.) If running a batch job this is a system defined device.





The CLASFYG command is a PROGRAM command is used to invoke the CLASFYG
program. All landsat inpu* data is from the LARS RT&E Data Base and a
series of programs is required to perform the necessary interface. The
following illustrates this software flow.
..RTEER (LARS ROUTINE)
CLASFYG ..... LCGINF ........ SEGALL (LARS ROUTINE)
..TSRTHS .... IVALUE
For a detailed descriptiot. of the above JOB CONTROL SOFTWARE see appendix
C.
The CLASFYG command must not be given unless the user has established a
user's file on his A disk under Zhe file description <SEGMENT NUMBCR> USERG
as described in Section 3.4.1. Furthermore, the SEGMENT NUMBER must contain
all 4 digits of the segment. For example: segment 0882 dictates that the
USER INFORMATION file be named:
0882 USERG A
The CLASFYG command is invoked by the user typing the following.
CLASFYG <SEGMENT> <ACQ.01> <ACQ.M2> <ACQ.M3> <ACQ.M4>	 ACQ.N5> ... <ACQ.#8>
As described in Section 3.4.2, the CLASFYG program requires the user to
specify a minimum of 5 segment acquisitions as input and a maximum of 8
may be specified.
The classification file output from an execution of CLASFYG is written to
a file named <SEGMENT NUMBER> COEF A. The program inputs acquired from
the LARS Data Base and the USER INFORMATION file is spooled to the HOUSTON
printer.
4.2.3 END
This command closes the user's console file and causes a spooled copy to be
sent to the HOUSTON printer. This command has no effect if the START







For our example we assume that the user has established on his A disk the
required USER INFORMATION file. In addition since our example deal.- ,
 with
an execution using segment 882 the USER INFORMATION file must be established
under ttie filename 0882 and filetype USERG.
COMMAND	 EXPLANATION OR ACTION TAKEN
END
Spools the console file.
78231 78267
Executes the CLASFYG
using 7 acquisitions of
segment 882.
Closes the user's console
file and spools the file
tothe HOUSTON printer.
START
CLASFYG 0882 78150 78159 78186 78313 78221
APPENDIX A
COMMON BLOCK /LINES/
NXTLNE	 Not currently used.
LINENO
	 Current line number.
IDATA(856,8)	 Acquisition data.





	 Number of acquisitions.
ACQDT(8 )	 Acquisition dates stored left ,justified
word.
KSEGM	 Segment number stored as 4 character wor
LANDST(8)	 Landsat numbers.
COWON BLOCK /USER/
:CROP(4)	 Name of crop of interest.
ZX(4,10)	 Initial guesses for A. Alpha, Beta and to
 for greenness.





AB':	 AB:_OLUTE PLUE FUNU ION
k:ODT
	 AC ni
 i I :5 I T I Or+ DATES IN ALPHANUMER I C CHAPAC TER
Ai: 1"1 DTD AC I?I.1 I I T I ON DATE'_ IN I CHAPAC TEP WOPD
ALPHF:F B! iFFEP FOP ALPHP VF4LUE '
Hr+G	 TEMP VALUE, U' _ED IN ::UP4 Ar+GLE C-ORPECTION
PETABF BUFFER FOR BETA ',.AL1JE4_'. AFTEP TEST PI 'EL CALL TO TPJ:'M
Br: EGEGMENT NUMBEP IN = HRPFIC TEP`
i: H I BUF BUFFER FOR CH '71) . VALUE
CHI`:0	 FP CHI `O. VALUE CALC. BY TRJXM FOR CURRENT TE`_"T PIXEL
CHNVAL HOLD APEA FOR CHANNEL PADIANCE VALUE•
C L N P 7
 T CGF+_TAP+T FOP CONVEPTING LAND •::AT :3 DATA
,: PT I ME	 UBPOUT I NE TO FETUPN TOD1;Y' DATE Ar+D TIME
DBUF	 N 0 T U '7-: E D
HDR	 BUFFER FOR HEADER
IALPHA 2r-+D APPPX VALUE+ ALPHA• CALC BY TR.JMX FOR TENT P1'-EL
I P.EI R	 3PD APPPX ',)AL UE. BETA, CALL• BY TR.JMX FOP CUPPENT TE`_T PIXEL
ICHIZT) INTI;P CHI `:0. ', ALUE CALC. FOP CURRENT TE T PI:>'EL BY TP.! 'M
ICOR	 PETURN PARAMETER FPOM PELT• O=PI XEL IN FLD9 1=PIXEL NOT IN FLD
ICPTIM INITIAL CP TIME IN HUNDPEDTH'_ OF ^EC:OF+DS
I CROP	 C POP IN ALPHANL iMER I C C.HAPACTEQ
ICUT	 N 0 T U=ED
IDATA	 BUFFER RPEA FOP LINES OF RADIANCE AL^lES
IDATE	 ACQUISITION DATES IN INTEGEP FORMAT
IDAY	 DAY IN C:HARACTEP FOPMAT
IDIFFC ELAP:=ED CF' TIME IN HUNDPEDTH'= OF ECOND`:
I D I FFV ELAP QED VIRTUAL CP TIME IN H1JNDREDTH:S. OF SECONDS
TDUPDT INDEX TO D!iPLICATE DATE- ZEPO IF NO DUPLICATE{:
IHOLD1 APPRY OF ] CHARACTER b!OPDS"
IHOLD4 APPAY OF 4 CHARACTER JJOPD__
II	 INDEX
ILIPt	 SET. BUT r+OT I_i:_EI1
iMOr+	 MONTH IP+ CHARACTER FORMAT
Ir•+CFE	 TEMP %.-ALUE USED IN I!NPKV ING PI: : ELS:
IP+ TIE :'
	
INDEX TO LAND :AT COPRECTION FACTOR
I P I XEL CLI PPENT PIXEL
I TO	 4TH APPPX '•1hLUE 9 TO • CALL FOP C' UPRENT TEST PIXEL BY TP.J:'M
I TYPE	 INPUT TO SIJBP . p DFLE TO PEAD HEADER ( 1) OF PAD I ANCE 'Y ALUE = - 2)
IVCPTM INITIAL VIRTUAL CP TIME.
IYEAP	 2 CHARACTER YEAP
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I- EGM	 " EGMENT r IUMPEP A- 1 C'HAPACTEP 1,;OPD'.
► BB	 I N r,E:Y'
PLI;14 : 	 I- Ct4.TF4NT OF PLF-it4
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LIMIT	 MAX CALL, TO TPJ^XM FOP EACH PIXEL
L I NENC CUPPENT LINE NUMPEP
LMFIX	 MAXIMUM LINE NUMBEP FOP BOTH FIELD:.
LM 114	 MINIMUM LIt:E NUMBER FOP BOTH FIELD'-'
Lq C	 TEMP VPLUE IJ*-
.





MODE	 HOT IY_EI)o OPIGINKLY U ,._ED TO :`_XLECT I.IEIGHTItOS METHOD
NC PT I M EP4DItjl_:, CP TIME IN HUNDPEDTH'_7 OF EC O N D:S,
HMODE
	
C 0 W3 T A N T OF n. USED IN CALL TO TP.il."M
NOPCO	 NUMBEP OF ACQUISITIONS
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0RIGIP' :,L FAGS !S
OF POOR QUALITY
VARIABLE DEFINITION
T IMECP ELRPt.ED CP TIME
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XL I NE FF' ►J`= EF' :_ UPPL I ED LINE HUMFEP FOP CRLL TO PEC T
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 FIELD
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